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Dynamic properties of spreading infection through a heterogeneous population are studied numerically and
analytically using a dynamic variant of Watts and Strogatz Small World Network-based stochastic Susceptible-
Exposed-Infectious-Removed (SEIR) epidemic model. This model includes the main realistic parameters usually
characterizing transmissible diseases, such as the force of infection, latency and infection times. As far as the la-
tency time remains smaller than that of infection, the proportion of infected individuals increases exponentially
with time, otherwise an oscillatory behavior appears. This may explain the periodic behaviors in time observed
by the health prevention services. It is also shown that periodic epidemiological surveys overestimate or under-
estimate the dynamics of infection if the survey periods do not exactly correspond to the characteristic times of
the infection. Further discussion is provided on the diffusion and relaxation processes involved in this model,
and their relation to the infection characteristic time.
Key words: Small World Network, Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed (SEIR), infection time, latency
time, epidemiologic survey, diffusion and relaxation processes
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1. Introduction

In developed countries, death rate due to transmissible diseases has fallen sharply over the past
century. Already in the late 1960s, it was believed that infectious diseases were being eradicated. Until
now, apart from smallpox, transmissible diseases continue to plague despite the advent of vaccination. In
addition, in the mid-1970s, new infectious diseases were identified like Legionellosis [1, 2], Lyme disease
[3–6], before other diseases like Chikungunya [5, 6], AIDS [7] or H1N1 Avian flu [8]. These diseases
are still not controlled and cause victims. Their control becomes more complex with population mobility
and social and environmental changes related to urbanization [1].

In order to control the behavior of transmissible diseases,mathematicalmodelswere proposed for three
centuries [9, 10]. In the beginning of the last century, Kermack and Mc Kendrick proposed Susceptible-
Infected-Recovered (SIR) model [11]. In this model, Susceptible individuals (S) are lacking antibodies
or are not/or badly immunized (by vaccine or infection). Infected individuals (I) are those affected by the
virus, whereas Recovered (R) individuals are cured or vaccinated effectively. The parameters S, I and R
are usually defined as the proportion of individuals in each class. Later on, more complicated models
were proposed including vaccination effects, age structure, etc. [12, 13], and cases where a Recovered
individual may become later Susceptible (SIRS). In the case where birth and death rates are neglected,
the total number N of population is assumed constant in time [i.e., S(t)+ I(t)+ R(t) = 1]. The SIR model
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may be described by the following equations:

dI
dt
= βIS − γI, (1.1)

dS
dt
= −βIS, (1.2)

dR
dt
= γI . (1.3)

Here, β is the transmission rate and γ is the recovering rate (1/γ is the characteristic recovering period).
For a sufficiently large population of Susceptible (S � γ/β), the number of infected individuals (I)
starts increasing exponentially with time. Stochastic SIR models were proposed to introduce the random
character of the transmission and recovering rates due to the population heterogeneity [13]. In order to
study the effect of delay on infection, latency time was included in the SIR model [(1.1) to (1.3)], the new
model is called Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed (SEIR) model [13]. This leads to an additional
class of individuals (E) and equation (1.1) becomes

dI
dt
= σE − γI, (1.4)

where σ is the inverse of the latency time σ = 1/tL. An additional differential equation is required to
describe the evolution of exposed class, and for completes the set

dE
dt
= βIS − σE . (1.5)

The Small World Network (SWN) model proposed in 1998 by Watts and Strogatz [14] reproduces the
main features of social networks; i.e., clustering and a logarithmic size-dependent mean free path. Small
World Network and Scale Free models have been used extensively to study human disease and other
spreads (computer virus, rumor, etc.) [15–24]. Zekri and Clerc found that infection grows exponentially
[25] above the percolation threshold [26]. They used a heterogeneous SIR model based on a variant of
Watts and Strogatz Networks. The rate of the exponential growth was found to increase logarithmically
with p, p being the initial proportion of Susceptible [p = S(0)]. However, this model [25] neglected
some realistic parameters like the characteristic times of disease (latency and infection times), and the
force of infection. Further models including various effects such as vaccination and strategies for disease
eradication [15, 18], connection length [19–24, 27], fluctuations and correlations [24], and cost control
of epidemics [15, 19] have been proposed. Recently a distribution of Latency time was used to study
the global stability of spread dynamics [28]. Latency time can significantly modify the disease spread
dynamics. In particular, a small latency time appears as a slight delay of the spread, but larger valuesmight
lead to disease extinction. In [22], these characteristic times were included in the model, but their effect
on spread dynamics was not examined. Another work introduced the infection time to provide a dynamic
character to the disease behavior, and to study its effect on the percolation threshold [27]. However, the
effect of this time on disease spread was not investigated. More recently, these characteristic times were
introduced in order to simulate historical data on influenza [29] (here, the data of survey was collected
every week). The time evolution of the infection has shown a nonlinear increase with plateaus of two
weeks. Another survey investigation concerningmeasles disease was realized during 2011with periods of
twoweeks. The infection behavior was even found oscillatory [30] (see figure 1). The exponential increase
was not observed in the later investigation due to the large period of survey. Therefore, simulations fail
in reproducing the observed spread dynamics if the period of survey is arbitrarily chosen.

In the presentwork, an SEIRmodel based on a dynamic variant of SWNnetwork is used to study: a) the
effect of latency and infection times on the disease spread dynamics, and b) the comparison between the
continuous (daily) recording and larger surveys recording periods. Indeed, the health monitoring services
record the infection during given periods, which could influence the data.
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Figure 1. Incidence of measles in the Wilaya of Oran (Algeria) during 2011 (from [30]).

2. Description of the model

The original version of the SWN model proposed by Watts and Strogatz was based on an L-sized
regular 1D network with periodic boundary conditions (2D regular network can be re-indexed into 1D
network). Each node of the network is connected to K nearest neighbors, and each bond is rewired,
with probability ϕ, to a new node randomly and uniformly chosen from the network [14]. A number of
problems have been found with this model, the most serious among them is that of calculating the average
distance between vertices (or the mean path length) in the limit of vanishing probabilities (ϕ = 0). In
order to avoid these problems, Newman and Watts proposed later a variant of this network model [31],
where bonds are not rewired but additional long-range connections (called short-cuts) beyond the nearest
neighbors are added randomly through the network with a probability ϕ. For very small probability, the
network remains regular. It becomes irregular as the probability (ϕ) increases. In the model of Watts
and Strogatz [14], the rewired short-cuts made the network composed of local clusters, whereas that of
Newman and Watts [21] is a single local cluster.

Newman and Watts examined the percolation threshold pc [i.e., the minimum initial proportion of
susceptible individuals S(0) allowing the largest connected cluster to cover a significant fraction of the
entire network, where an epidemic ensues [25]]. The threshold (pc) was found to rise but did not vanish
as the probability (ϕ) of short-cuts approaches the unity [pc(ϕ = 1) , 0], as shown in figure 7 of [31].
This curve seems analytic, and thus percolation threshold is expected to continue decreasing for ϕ > 1.
Therefore, the parameter ϕ can be regarded as the average number of short-cuts per node (individual)
instead of their probability. The curve (figure 7 of [31]) has a limit (maximum value ϕmax) at which the
percolation threshold vanishes. In this limit, the network model becomes a free scale-like (the presence of
any infection leads to the epidemic phase). In real human networks, each individual can meet much more
than one individual (a sub-group) to whom the disease can be transmitted. Processes with a number of
long-range contacts per individual larger than one (ϕ > 1) have been already investigated for measuring
concurrency in systems characterizing human contacts [32]. In the case of free scale networks, the sub-
group covers a large proportion of the network [33, 34]. These networks are very heterogeneous and are
composed of a few highly connected nodes (also called hubs or hot points). They characterize most of
social networks such as the World Wide Web and computer viruses. In the case of computer viruses, the
hot points are actually Google, Yahoo, etc.

The present SEIR epidemic model is based on the variant of SWN model described above, which
is a generalization of the epidemic models from the initial Watts and Strogatz SWN to the free scale
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networks. The node represents an individual, which is initially (t = 0) either in the class of Susceptible
with a probability p = S(0) or recovered (or immunized) with a probability 1 − p = 1 − S(0). For p , 0,
the system becomes composed of clusters of Susceptible nodes of different sizes connected together [35].
If the system size is infinite, the size of the largest cluster diverges at the percolation threshold [26]. The
parameters K and ϕ are chosen to model childhood networks. Nearest neighbor connections correspond
to contacts of an individual within his or her family or neighborhood, whereas short-cut connections
represent contacts with individuals beyond its neighbors in a public place (like a school). These later
contacts are different from those of nearest neighbors, since the virus is actually transmitted through the
school instead of at home. The school is then a “virtual” node through which long-range connections
between real nodes (individuals) occur. The network has a spatial organization, since the indices of the
nodes are incremented from a site to its nearest neighbor, and a kernel defines here the distances between
nodes.

The present networkmodel is shown in figure 2, where short-cuts are links beyond neighbors. The Full
circles correspond to Susceptible nodes, and empty circles correspond to Recovered (or immunized) ones.
Unlike the network used by Zekri and Clerc [25], where all connections are frozen in time [figure 2 (a)],
in the dynamic network considered here, the short-cut connections change to figure 2 (b) after a step δt
(taken here as one day) and to figure 2 (c) after 2δt. In each time step, each node has in average ϕ new
short-cut connections to other nodes randomly and uniformly chosen from the network. In a public place
(“virtual” node), an individual does not necessarily meet the same individuals every day. The neighbor
connections are rather fixed in time.

In real life, the number of connections fluctuates from a site to another one depending on the size
of each family, neighborhood or the public place of the encounters as well as the age of the population
under consideration. These fluctuations can be generated using a Gaussian probability distribution of
connections, assuming the number of short-cut connections per site uncorrelated [36]. A Gaussian
distribution of the number of short cuts was found, in a previous work to shift the percolation threshold
towards higher thresholds [35]. It is found here (not shown) that the fluctuations of the number of short-
cuts shift the growth rate towards lower values. For simplicity, the number of connections are chosen
typically to K = 2 (an average number of contacts between neighbor individuals of similar ages), and
ϕ = 40 (i.e., the average number of kids that an individual can meet in a school class). The connectivity is
then z = K + ϕ = 42. Note that the connectivity does not affect the disease general behavior. It modifies
the rate of growth and the percolation threshold.

Let us describe the spread process (simulation algorithm) through the present SEIR model. Initially
(t = 0) anode chosen randomly inside the largest cluster of Susceptible nodes changes its status to the
Infectious class, and starts the infection process. Time is incremented by steps δt for all the nodes of
the network, where Susceptible nodes connected to an Infectious one change their status to the class of
Exposed with a probability q (the force of infection). The virus invades only the body of each Exposed
node during the latency period tL = 1/σ, where it cannot contaminate its connected Susceptible nodes.

Figure 2. 1D SWN of 12 nodes with K = 2 and ϕ = 2, and p = 2/3. a) Short-cuts are frozen in time,
b) same as a) after δt with dashed lines short-cuts c) The same as a) after 2δt with dotted lines short-cuts.
a) (solid lines) are shown in b) and c) for comparison. Dashed ellipses are “virtual” nodes.
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Each Exposed node has its own clock, which ends after the period tL. After this period, the status of the
Exposed node changes to the Infectious class. Each Infectious node has its own clock ending after the
period tI, then its status changes to the Recovered class. The contamination process continues until all the
nodes of the cluster change to the Recovered class. The nodes in the Recovered class do not participate
in the infection process. The update process after each step δt is realized sequencially as in cellular
automaton. The total period of infection defines the recovery rate γ introduced in (1.3) (tL + tI = 1/γ).
In the previous work [25], the latency time was neglected (tL = 0), the infection period was taken as the
unit time (tI = δt = 1 day), and the force of infection was maximum (q = 1). The characteristic times
(tL and tI) depend on the disease, age and health of the individual [37]. For influenza, the latency time
varies generally from 1 to 7 days (the incubation period is usually 2 days). The infection time is generally
7 days for an adult and 21 days for children less than 12 years old. For measles, the latency time tends
asymptotically to an average between 10 to 12 days, and can be extended to 18 days from the exposition
to the appearance of the fever. The infection time is at maximum of 4 days extending to 6 days. In this
work, the force of infection, infection and latency time are chosen arbitrarily to study their influence on
the spread dynamics.

3. Results

Simulations are realized on sample networks of 100 000 nodes (representing individuals). Infected
individuals are initially (t = 0) either Latent (their proportion is IL) or Infectious (their proportion
being II). The total proportion of infected individuals is then I = IL+ II. In order to minimize fluctuations,
data are averaged over 1000 configurations. Inwhat follows, the force of infection and the initial proportion
of Susceptible individuals are respectively fixed to q = p = 0.3 otherwise specified (these parameters
are chosen to ensure the spread, i.e., p > pc). The results can be presented either continuously (daily) or
using surveys (the data are accumulated) during periods θ > δt. The effect of the infection parameters
on the spread dynamics is examined using the continuous (daily) data. The periodic surveys are then
compared to the continuous data in order to show the effect of θ on the deviation from spread dynamics.

3.1. Influence of the infection characteristic times on disease spread dynamics

Figure 3 (a) shows the evolution with time of the proportions of Infected (I), Latencies (IL) and
Infectious (II) individuals for tI = 3 days and tL = 2 days. The exponential behavior predicted by
equation (1.1) is confirmed for both types of Infected individuals, with a delay of tL for Infectious ones
II compared to the Latencies IL:

II,L ∝ e(t/τ). (3.1)

The same growth exponent is observed (within the statistical errors) for both kinds of infected
individuals. This exponent corresponds to the growth characteristic time τ.

Let us examine the physical meaning of the growth time τ. In figure 3 (a), a maximum proportion
of infected individuals Imax is reached. Beyond this maximum, a decrease appears due to the lack of
Susceptible individuals, and the finite size of the sample. This maximum proportion is independent of
the size (the size effect is not shown here). For an infinite size, this maximum is reached asymptotically
(t → ∞). This behavior appears similar to the relaxation process. Consequently, the proportion of
Susceptible individuals decreases exponentially with time during the virus invasion. Here, the sample of
Susceptible individuals can be considered analogous to a condenser which is dischargedwith time through
a resistance. The charge corresponds to the proportion of Susceptible individuals, and the resistance to
the diffusion of the virus through the population sample. The proportion of Susceptible individuals is
then expected to decrease as:

S(t) = Imax − I(t) = Imaxe−t/tr . (3.2)

Here, tr is the relaxation time of this discharge. Metzler et al. [38, 39] have related the relaxation
process to the diffusion phenomenon. Anomalous relaxation was observed in dielectrics [40] and vis-
coelasticity [41], and was attributed to the sub-diffusion phenomenon [38, 39]. In case of sub-diffusion,
equation (3.2) becomes:
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Figure 3. Semi-logarithmic plots of a) time evolution of infected I, latencies IL and infectious individu-
als II, and b) A(t). tI = 3 days, and tL = 2 days.

S(t) = Imax − I(t) = Imaxe−(t/tr)
β

; β < 1. (3.3)

On the other hand, it has been found that the disease spread in a SWN network is an exponential super-
diffusion [25]. A new kind of relaxation is thus expected for the present spread. In order to determine the
kind of relaxation, equation (3.2) can be re-written as follows:

A(t) = ln
Imax

Imax − I(t)
= t/tr . (3.4)

The quantity A(t) behaves thus linearly with time for a normal relaxation, and as a power-law in the
case of anomalous relaxation due to the sub-diffusion (3.3). It is then interesting to examine its behavior
in the present SWN model. In figure 3 (b), the time dependence of the quantity A(t) is presented in
a semi-logarithmic plot. An excellent linear fit with R2 > 0.999 is observed, indicating, in contrast to
equations (3.2) and (3.3), the following kind of relaxation

Imax − I(t) ∝ ee−t/tr . (3.5)

By analogy with the super-diffusion process of disease spread, we call this kind of relaxation super
relaxation. Within the statistical errors, the relaxation time (1/tr = 0.56 ± 0.01 day−1) obtained from the
linear fit [equation (3.5)] in figure 3 (b) seems to be compatible with the characteristic growth time τ
(1/τ = 0.556 ± 0.004 day−1) as shown in figure 3 (a), which means that the growth time of (3.1) is in
fact a relaxation time.

Let us examine the growth exponent (1/τ) dependence on the disease parameters. The exponent was
previously found to be proportional to log(p) [25]. This exponent may be influenced in the present model
by five parameters (p, q, z, tL and tI).

In the absence of latency (tL = 0), and for tI = δt [25], all infected individuals are systematically in
their infectious phase. For a given connectivity z, the proportion of infected individuals varies with time
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as (t = nt × δt):
I(nt ) = I(nt − 1) × qzp = I0(qzp)nt . (3.6)

I0 being the initial number of infectious individuals. Equation (3.6) yields an exponential growth in
the form of (3.1) with an exponent:

1/τ = ln (qzp). (3.7)

This explains the logarithmic behavior of the growth exponent observed in [25]. For tI > δt, the new
and old infectious individuals are accumulated in the infectious phase during tI, and (3.6) becomes:

I(nt ) = I(nt − 1)qzp +

tI
δi −1∑
j=1

I(nt − j) − I(nt − tI/δt)

= I(nt − 1)(1 + qzp) +

tI
δi −1∑
j=2

I(nt − j) − I(nt − tI/δt).

(3.8)

Equation (3.8) can be rewritten as:

I(nt ) = I0(qzp + 1)nt
{
1 + (nt − 1)(qzp + 1)−(tI/δt−1) +O

[
(qzp + 1)−2(tI/δt−1)]}. (3.9)

For tI � δt, the first term is dominant in (3.9) and the growth exponent is

1/τ ≈ ln(qzp + 1). (3.10)

Therefore, for large infection time, the growth process remains exponential and its exponent is
logarithmically dependent on qzp. It was assumed here that the proportion of Susceptible S(t) remains
constant during the whole period of spread. However, this proportion decreases during the growth (3.5).
Actually, for tI = δt, qzp new Susceptible become infected at each time step. If the initial proportion of
Susceptible is p = S(0), the proportion of Susceptible behaves with time as (α = qzp/N):

p(nt ) =


p0

∑nt
j=0(−α)

j (nt !)
(nt−j!) for tI = δt,

p0
∑nt

j=0(−α + 1/N)j (nt !)
(nt−j!) for tI > δt.

(3.11)

In figures 4 (a) and (b), the growth exponent 1/τ seems to depend logarithmically on the strengths
of p and q confirming the behavior of equations [(3.7) and (3.10)] with an excellent fit of data for both
figures (R2 > 0.99). Since the proportion of Susceptible varies with time [(3.5), (3.11)], the growth
exponent depends on an effective proportion peff instead of the initial one (p).

Now, let us introduce the latency time tL on the spread. The characteristic time τ of the growth appears
to increase linearly with the latent period tL [figure 4 (c)], as if this period were added to the characteristic
time. As expected, the latent period shifts the infection, and slows down its growth dynamics. Unlike the
slowing effect caused by the latency time tL, the infection time tI strengthens the spread and broadens the
infection duration. One expects then a competition between these two effects. Indeed, in the limit of very
large latency times (tL � tI), the infectious individuals will obviously disappear, before appearing during
the infection period. This may induce periodic plateaus and an oscillatory behavior in the evolution of
the proportion of Latencies and Infectious respectively. The plateaus and oscillatory behaviors are clearly
observed in figures 5 (b) and (c), for tL > tI, compared to figure 5 (a), where the infected individuals are
systematically infectious (tL = 0) and I = II. The infection period introduces then a memory effect, since
the number of newly infected individuals at a time t is obtained not only from the new infectious ones at
time t − δt, but also from those appearing at different times up to t − tI. After the period tL, the latencies
become infectious and the newly infected individuals at time t − tL leave the latency class at time t + δt.
The evolution of the infection is thus governed by the following differential equations for latencies and
infectious

∂IL(t + δt)
∂t

= [II(t) − II(t − tL)]qzp, (3.12)
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∂IL(t − tL)
∂t

=
∂II(t + δt)

∂t
= [II(t − tL) − II(t − tL − tI)]. (3.13)

These relations show the delay tL between Latencies and Infectious individuals. If we restrict ourselves
to the latencies, (3.12) can be re-written as follows:

1
IL

∂IL(t)
∂t

=
II(t)
IL(t)

[
1 −

II(t − tL)
II(t)

]
qzp =

II(t)
IL(t)

[
1 −

II(t − tL)
IL(t − tL)

]
qzp. (3.14)

If the ratio II(t)/IL(t) (which depends on qzp) is constant in time, the exponent 1/τ becomes

1
τ
=

II(t)
IL(t)

[
1 −

II(t − tL)
IL(t − tL)

]
qzp. (3.15)

The fitted value of the growth exponent 1/τ is 0.25± 0.01 day−1 in good agreement with the analytic
value

[
II/IL(1 − II

IL
)
]
qzp in (3.15) with II/IL ≈ 0.18.

The positivity of the solution is always fulfilled since in all spreading cases, the number of latency
individuals must be greater than that of infectious individuals.

3.2. Effect of the survey periods on the evolution behavior

The health monitoring services carry out periodic surveys (Daily, weekly, monthly. . . ) for the esti-
mation of the infection dynamics. This estimation is influenced by the survey period θ. It is important to
know to what extent the survey data corresponds to the infection dynamics.

If the survey daily reports all newly infected individuals during a period θ, the estimated proportion
of infected individuals is:

IS(t0; nθ) =

t0+nθ∫
t0+(n−1)θ

∂IL(t)
∂t

dt with n > 1. (3.16)

The survey data do not seem to depend on the initial time t0. In figure 6, the evolution with time of
the proportion of infected individuals (II, IL and IL + II) is compared to the estimated survey data IS
for different periods θ. Two different cases are presented: tL > tI [figure 6 (a)], where the plateaus and
oscillations appear, and tL < tI [figure 6 (b)]. In all cases, the estimated number IS increases as the period
θ is increased. When θ varies (compared to tL and tI + tL), the survey data IS behave as follows:

• For θ < tL, the survey data are underestimated IS < IL, since not all Latencies are recorded during
the period θ. In the limit θ → 0, IS coincides with the proportion of new infected individuals, and
behaves proportionally to II from (3.16).

• For θ = tL (filled triangles), IS = IL. The reported data correspond exactly to the Latencies.

• For tL < θ < tL + tI, II + IL > IS > IL. In this case, the survey accounts for all individuals in their
latency period, and also part of those in their infectious period.

• For θ = tL + tI, IS = IL + II. The reported data correspond exactly to the total proportion of infected
individuals (filled stars).

• For θ > tL + tI, IS > IL + II. The survey overestimates the infection since recovered individuals are
accounted with the infected ones.

Therefore, the monitoring services must choose the survey period either at the θ = tL or θ = tL + tI,
otherwise IS deviates from the real infection dynamics. The aim of this part of the study is to warn the
operational of health on the error made if a survey with an arbitrary period is realized. We do not intend to
estimate practically the right infection dynamics from the surveys, although a daily survey yields the right
disease dynamics. There are different biological and epidemiological methods to estimate the latency
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Figure 6. Semi-logarithmic plot of temporal evolution of I, IL and II (curves) and IS (symbols) for
p = 0.2, and q = 0.5 and different survey periods θ, a) tL = 8 days and tI = 5 days, b) tL = 5 days,
tI = 8 days.

and infection times. These times are actually around 7 days for measles. Then, weekly surveys are closer
to the right infection dynamics for this disease. Monthly surveys overestimate this dynamics. A method
can be proposed to avoid the over/under estimation of the infection dynamics. We propose to start with
a daily survey during the two first weeks, then to compare the data for different periods in order to find
the one closer from daily survey. In the results of figure 6, the survey assumes that each newly infected
individual is recorded systematically at time by the health monitoring services (i.e., recording is assumed
with no delay). In case of delay fluctuations in recording, the survey data become completely different
from the real infection dynamics.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the dynamics of disease spread was examined numerically using the SEIR model within
the framework of a dynamical SWN-like Network. The growth exponent 1/τ was found to correspond
to a super-relaxation time for this kind of lattices. Its logarithmic dependence on the proportion of
Susceptible p, observed previously [25] is also confirmed for the force of infection q. The latency time tL
slows down the disease spread, and the characteristic time τ increases linearly with tL.

When the latency time becomes larger than the infection one (tL > tI), the dynamics of spread shows
periodic behaviors with plateaus of latent individuals and oscillations of the infectious ones.

Finally, the estimation data of periodic surveys carried out by the health monitoring services are
compared to the infection dynamics. The survey data represent the real spread dynamics only if the
period θ coincides with the latency one tL or with the total infection period (tL + tI). The periodic survey
should then account for disease characteristic times.
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Динамiка розповсюдження хвороб. Вплив характерних

перiодiв часу

O.Мосбах1, Н. Зекрi1, M.Мохтарi1,2, С. Сахравi3
1 Унiверситет науки i технологiй iм.Мохамеда Будiафам, Оран, USTO-MB, LEPM, BP1505, 31000 Оран, Алжир
2 Унiверситетський центр Тiссемсiлту, BP182, Тiссемсiлт, Алжир
3 Унiверситет Ле-Ман, LAUM, UMR CNRS 6613, 72085 Ле Ман, Францiя
Кiлькiсно i аналiтично дослiджено динамiчнi характеристики розповсюдження iнфекцiї через гетерогенну
популяцiю з використанням динамiчної версiї стохастичної спрйнятливо-виявленої-iнфекцiйно-усунутої
епiдемiчної моделi (SEIR),що базується на моделi Ваттса i Строгаца мереж “малого свiту”. Ця модель вклю-
чає в себе основнi реалiстичнi параметри, що зазвичай характеризують трансмiсiйнi хвороби, такi як
сила iнфекцiї, латентнiсть i масовi перiоди iнфекцiї. Оскiльки перiоди латентностi залишаються менши-
ми, нiж перiоди iнфiкування, частка iнфiкованих осiб збiльшується експоненцiально з часом, а в iншому
випадку з’являється осциляторна поведiнка. Цим можна пояснити перiодичнiсть характеристик в часi,
що спостерiгаються службами запобiгання захворювань. Показано також, що перiодичнi епiдемiологi-
чнi дослiдження переоцiнюють або недооцiнюють динамiку iнфекцiї, якщо перiоди обстеження точно не
вiдповiдають характерним часом iнфекцiї. Подано подальше обговорення процесiв розповсюдження та
релаксацiї,що беруть участь у цiй моделi, та їхнього вiдношення до характеристичного часу iнфекцiї.
Ключовi слова: мережа “малого свiту”, сприйнятливо-виявлена-iнфекцiйно-усунута епiдемiчна
модель (SEIR), час зараження, час латентностi розповсюдження, епiдемiологiчнi дослiдження, дифузiйнi
та релаксацiйнi процеси
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